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Amor
. 'v

by Steven Frattali

Night of the flowering jasmine 
And a thousand fireflies,
Each firefly a thought 
The night will think just once.

Inconsolable therefore 
The ceaseless waters of the spring 
In which the chalk moon shines 
In shimmering black oil.

||fc ; The garden and the walk
Are empty now, and only we

w
C" Are heard by night's wide open ear.
^  The night is hushed to listen as we speak.

And everything we do is seen 
By deep night's open eye, a single pupil 
Velvet and hypnotic black 
And wide as the entire sky.



Don't worry. All this just fills 
Our solitude more deeply. The night's 
Vast eye is our own eyes 
Made wider, deeper by desire.

The night's ear our avidity 
To hear just our two selves.
They're my desire to hear, to see 
Just you, just you, just you.

Even a thousand fireflies 
Somehow are yours and mine.

The grass is full of wetness,
And the garden sleeps tonight*

jkUntouched by breeze. I listen 
For your silence. Speak it now.

Illustration Dy Scott Cummins

And your desire likewise, 
I hope, for only me.
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